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lulu.com. Paperback. Condition: New. 322 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.Retired on a
Mexican beach, Jack Spences only worry is his putting. Then, back home in Cypress Point, his Uncle
Stuart is brutally attacked and robbed, and the police havent a clue who done it. Outraged, Jack
flies north and with help from friends sets a trap for the thieves baited with buried treasure. But
what Jack sees as a direct path to revenge makes several near fatal detours. Charging headlong
down it anyway, the former Stanford tight end then golf magazine publisher finds himself stalking
bad guys during The Crosby and pitted against some very strange characters indeed; among them,
a cross-dressing ex-cop from Manila, a Korean billionaire, a besotted Southern golf pro, a pot-
fueled caddy, a cute surfer chick and her felonious boyfriend, a hulking gimp biker, and a deadly
Asian con-man. He even runs into his great-great grandfather and his friend, Robert Louis
Stevenson. But no 19th century novelist could have plotted all the twists this path takes, or where
Jack winds up at its end. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is the very best job by any article writer. It can be rally interesting throgh studying time. Your way of life period is going to be transform
as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Louie Will--  Louie Will

Without doubt, this is actually the greatest work by any writer. It is actually writter in simple terms instead of confusing. I found out this ebook from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to understand.
-- K r isty Dicki-- K r isty Dicki
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